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Abstract:

In the previous couple of decades, high-rise buildings have gotten a recharged enthusiasm for some city business areas. Taller and taller towers are being assembled wherever on the planet. Notwithstanding, the expanded recurrence of multi-hazard debacles makes it trying to adjust between a versatile and sustainable construction. Earthquake risk assessment is the initial step for sensible and powerful planning and usage of earthquake risk reduction and additionally readiness activities as it helps understanding the basic issues and its extent. Before, design and mitigation strategies were frequently constrained to an accentuation on moderating the effects of individual hazards. In ongoing decades, a move towards creating strategies to survey and alleviate the effects of multiple hazards has happened. This change has been pushed by the event of an expanded frequency of outrageous events, uncovering the weakness of structures and infrastructure to multiple hazards, either simultaneous or free all through a structure’s lifetime.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Earthquake risk assessment is the initial step for sensible and powerful planning and usage of earthquake risk reduction and additionally readiness activities as it helps understanding the basic issues and its extent. Either basic earthquake misfortune estimation in light of optional data on seismic hazards and vulnerabilities or detail quantitative examination of individual buildings and foundations, the risk assessment has been an exceptionally solid mindfulness raising and planning tool for executing earthquake risk administration exercises. Earthquake risk assessment is done in little networks with populace of two or three thousand to uber urban areas with millions. The approaches and tools are redone to speak to neighbourhood circumstances and are utilized in view of targets of the assessment and the assets accessible. Dynamic support of every single concerned partner including networks, city authorities and life savers during the time spent assessment itself, is most for appropriate use of its results. The risk of fires in the outcome of earthquakes is outstanding. The fires follow the 1906 San Francisco and the 1923 Tokyo earthquakes prompted significant fires and across the board destruction bringing about far more prominent harm than caused by the first shaking. Luckily the size of those events has not been rehashed, anyway there have been many significant earthquakes which have been trailed by fires. Almost all real Californian earthquakes have been trailed by multiple ignitions, most remarkably, the 1971 San Fernando and 1994 Northridge earthquakes were both trailed by more than 100 ignitions. The 1995 Hanshin (Kobe) earthquake was additionally trailed by more than 100 ignitions in Kobe City and a comparable number of fires in different urban communities in a highly populated zone (more than 2 million) and a few fires created. Scawthorn et al. (2005) give a generally extensive treatment of the post-earthquake fires from a crisis reaction, societal readiness and disaster moderation perspective and incorporate exchanges of the major chronicled fire following earthquake (FFE) events.

Something else that turns out rather distinctly from the investigation of FFE events is that the risk of FFE is extremely non-uniform. Numerous ongoing earthquakes were not trailed by far reaching fire events, for instance 1999 Izmit (Turkey) (in spite of the fact that various rough and naptha tanks consumed), 2001 Gujrat (India), 2005 Kashmir (Pakistan and India) and 2008 Wenchuan (China) earthquakes were not trailed by huge fire events. The level of urbanization and industrialization might be a conspicuous factor which perhaps clarifies this abnormality (unquestionably for the generally remote and in reverse uneven districts of Kashmir – even here, nonetheless, the fundamental market in the town of Uri endured a noteworthy fire following the earthquake which caused broad harm).
There might be different variables that are in charge of this clear inconsistency yet a full clarification maybe requires a cautious and point by point investigation of the kind. On the off chance that urbanization (and accompanying thickness of gas, fuel and electrical supply networks) is in fact one of the key reasons, the risk of fire after earthquakes must be considered as a quickly expanding risk to life, vocations and to the manageability of development and improvement in a portion of the world's most thickly populated areas. With an expanding joining of the world economy significant disasters without bounds could have repercussions a long way past the nearby locale. FFE events can possibly make such disasters and ought to absolutely be considered in the general disaster moderation techniques by governments and offices with such a transmit. This plainly incorporates issues concerning readiness, crisis reaction and administration, here and now alleviation and reconstruction and so on.

2. CHALLENGES OF ANALYSING MULTI-HAZARD RISK

The utilization of the term multi-hazard is much of the time firmly identified with the target of risk assessment. For instance, inside international governmental issues, one of the principal references to this term has been made in the agenda 21 for maintainable turn of events (UNEP 1992). This archive calls for "complete multi-hazard research" as a piece of human settlement arranging and the executives in misfortune inclined territories. The term returns in the Johannesburg Plan with regards to "ensuring and dealing with the common asset base of monetary and social turn of events". It alludes to "an incorporated, multi-hazard, comprehensive way to deal with address vulnerability, risk assessment and fiasco the executives, including avoidance, mitigation, readiness, reaction and recuperation" as "a fundamental component of a more secure world in the twenty-first century". In the accompanying, the Hyogo Framework of Action received this angle and recommends a "coordinated, multi-hazard approach for fiasco risk decrease into strategies, arranging and programming identified with practical turn of events, alleviation, restoration, and recuperation exercises in post-catastrophe and post-clash circumstances in calamity inclined nations." Furthermore, additionally FEMA (1995) utilizes this term in the U.S. national mitigation methodology with the objective to bring down risks and decrease the effects of debacles because of common hazards by zeroing in on the utilization of multi-hazard building approaches in the plan and development of buildings.

The attention to the need to research and deal with the entire scope of characteristic hazards that represent a risk to people, resources, and social orders kept on filling in the last. Subsequently, the ID of the risks to be considered is generally founded on a spatial methodology, that is, a specific territory is thought of and all dangers inside this zone are considered. All hazards incorporate all conditions, ecological or artificial, that can possibly cause injury, disease, or passing; harm to or loss of hardware, framework administrations, or property; or social, monetary, or natural practical corruption. Thusly, "a first meaning of the term multi-hazard in a risk decrease setting could peruse as follows: the entirety of applicable hazards in a characterized zone". Nonetheless, regardless of whether a hazardous interaction is significant must be characterized by the particular setting of the individual zone and to the goal of the investigation. For example, a cut-off point for the hazard-related harms: Depending on the individual scale, an interaction is viewed as unimportant on the off chance that it causes harms under a specific point.

The bigger the noticed zone, the higher is this cutoff point. Another model is given by the European Commission in their rules for risk assessment and mapping. These rules propose a bunch of standards for the assurance of all huge hazards at a national level. For instance, those dangers with a yearly likelihood of in any event 1% "and for which the results address huge expected effects, i.e.: number of influenced individuals more noteworthy than 50, financial and natural expenses about € 100 million, and political/social effect considered critical or intense [need to be taken into account]. Where the probably impacts surpass an edge of 0.6 % of gross national income (GNI) likewise more uncertain hazards or risk situations ought to be thought of (e.g., volcanic eruptions, tsunamis)". With regards to spatial arranging, important as indicated by various measures and limit the arrangement of considered cycles to "hazards that are intently attached to specific zones that are particularly inclined to a specific hazard," whereby omnipresent dangers, for example, shooting star impacts are barred.

3. EARTHQUAKE VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT BY FEMA-RAPID VISUAL SCREENING (RVS) METHOD

Earthquake vulnerability score has been computed by FEMARapid Visual Screening (RVS) strategy for direct seismicity created by Federal emergency Management Agency (FEMA) of United State of America which is pertinent for Bangladesh. Another generally utilized technique RVS (Turkish) isn't
legitimate for this examination as it is relevant just for reinforced concrete building (RCC) up to 7-story. So around 38.1% structures which are katcha, unreinforced workmanship building (URM) or more 7-story can't be broke down utilizing Turkish strategy. The parameters of scoring of FEMA-RVS incorporate space for reporting building distinguishing proof data, for example, its utilization and size, floor area, and so on, a photo of the building, portrays building design and height and documentation of germane information identified with seismic execution, including the improvement of a numerical seismic hazard and vulnerability score. The scores depend on the normal ground shaking levels in the locale and also the seismic design and construction hones for the city or area [4]. Fundamental Structural Hazard Scores in view of Lateral Force Resisting System for different building composes are given on the shape, and the screener circles the suitable one. The screener changes the Basic Structural Hazard Score by distinguishing and revolving around Score Modifiers identified with watched execution properties, by including (or subtracting) them a last Structural Score, 'S' is gotten. The presumable harm of building can be ordered in various grades relying upon their effect on the seismic quality of the building as per European Macro Seismic Scale (EMS-98) which characterize building harm to be from Grade 1 to Grade 5.During the twentieth century, in excess of 1100 ruinous earthquakes happened in different pieces of the world, bringing about the passing’s of in excess of 1,500,000 individuals, of which about 90% were because of deficient designing and security standards for buildings. Earthquakes are normal occasions that can likewise have long haul social and financial agonistic effects on social orders. The vulnerability of urban communities and settlement territories to cataclysmic events, for example, earthquakes is somewhat a result of the job of human practices and is emphatically identified with the significance of preparation frameworks in decreasing the harming effects of catastrophic events. In created nations the monetary setbacks of cataclysmic events are for the most part high while human losses are low; nonetheless, in agricultural nations this is the converse, showing better arranging in created nations. It is preposterous to precisely control or foresee cataclysmic events, for example, earthquakes, or how specific measures can help in making urban communities less defenseless against a fiasco occasion.

4. FIRE HAZARD VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT

Fire hazard vulnerability investigation has been completed in few phases. To begin with, the components of fire hazard vulnerability have been settled in view of writing surveys and sentiment of nearby fire specialists. The components are construction compose, number of story, floor area, fire source in building, fire source around building and openness which have been gathered from field overview in 2013. In light of sentiment of master, six characteristics of fire hazard were given numeric qualities for vulnerability estimation with weighted effect from 0 to 1 got from AHP. Debacles happen regularly and frequently place a significant weight on influenced populations. Debacles are characterized as particular huge scope occasions that cause genuine interruptions of the capacity of a local area or a general public and include human, material, financial or natural misfortunes or effects. Those misfortunes or effects regularly surpass the local area's or society's capacity to control or adapt to the catastrophe utilizing its current assets. Calamities are the result of a blend of hazards and vulnerability. Hazards that hit in zones with low vulnerability won't become catastrophes notwithstanding, most hazards happen in creating or immature districts or in zones with a high population density, helpless infrastructure, and a restricted or no calamity readiness plan. Contrasting with created nations, for example, the U.S., where crisis planning and other debacle related fields have been broadly contemplated and executed, debacle related fields, for example, catastrophe medication schooling and exploration are genuinely new in China.
Table 1 Categories and examples of potential hazards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural disaster</td>
<td>Earthquake, flood, temperature extremes, hurricane, tornado, tsunami, epidemics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accident</td>
<td>Food poisoning, stampede, road accident, aviation accident, railway accident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazardous material</td>
<td>Chemical, radiological and nuclear exposures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological hazard</td>
<td>Internal fires; fuel shortages; and potential failures involving transportation, communications, electricity, fire alarms, generators, information systems, sewage, and water</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. THE IMPACTS OF CHARACTERISTIC HAZARDS ON THE LIFE OF INDIVIDUALS IN AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT

The size of a cataclysmic event alludes to the size of effect on the two individuals and the environment with the last being of less significance when individuals are not straightforwardly affected the map underneath shows the absolute most hazardous spots to live. High population densities joined with high seismic fiasco proposes the opportunities for a future cataclysmic event. The impacts of cataclysmic events shift in seriousness and therefore differ concerning how long they last. From multiple points of view riches and improvement aids the manner in which individuals recuperate from hazards. An all the more economically created nation can get ready for and foresee hazards all the more effectively and they have numerous assets to support a quicker recuperation. Anyway, there is likewise a requirement for versatility, which implies in many agricultural nations individuals with experience of difficulty can often recuperate all the more rapidly from hazards. For instance, following the devastating eruption of Nyirangongo in the Democratic Republic of Congo in 2002, individuals got back to Goma only two days after lava flow annihilated in excess of 33% of the city. Individuals were recuperating what they could and setting up market slows down on dried magma flow. Impacts of hazards are not all that simple to order as present moment and long term as this will in general shift for every individual occasion. In any case, there are various common long term impacts, which consistently set aside some effort to recuperate from. These are:

- Grief and mental injury
- Loss of indispensable infrastructure, similar to sewers and sanitation and water
- Loss of force stations and key vehicle infrastructure, for example harbors, air terminals and rail line lines
- Widespread loss of lodging
- Loss of a reap or rich soils and steers
- Loss of fishing vessels and gear
- Loss of woods and freshwater environments
A hazard is a process, phenomenon or human action that may cause death toll, injury or other wellbeing impacts, property harm, social and economic disruption or environmental degradation. Hazards might be regular, anthropogenic or socio-common in starting point.

6. CONCLUSION

The public authority organizations that manage spatial planning are often confronted with the administration of scant financial resources to manage various issues in the city. Given the restricted financial resources to manage gigantic issues, it is once in a while hard to effectively understand what the basic issues that need quick attention are. This examination, therefore, attempts to understand how to address a portion of the hazards that are widespread in the city, for example, landslide, earthquake, and fire and build up an approach that can be received for other cities that have comparative issues using Remote Sensing information and Geographic Information System (GIS) methods. It likewise attempts to make a comparison between the standards that are recommended for an ideal city by the national level position. Constrained with the issue of information shortage because of security reason, the investigation attempts to investigate the technique, sufficiency and handiness of information that is gotten from historical information, field mapping and remote sensing information to understand and manage multi-hazard confronted by a slope city.
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